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President’s Letter 

John Gierach: On hooking big bass in hot weather.  
"How the hell am I supposed to set hard with a beer in my hand?" 

But of course the answer was obvious: you can drink and fish  
at the same time, but you can't do both well.  

 
Since the last newsletter I've been out pounding the waters. Three 
days at Lake Almanor, two great days with guide Ernie Gulley on 
Crowley, and our annual Kern outing with a visit with Tom 
Nickelson to Click's Creek for some Little Kern golden trout. But 
the best was a day with my grandson Shane, who just turned 16, 
on the Feather River with guide Keith Kaneko. We were planning 
to fish for trout on the Yuba; Keith called and said we might find some steelhead on the Feather. 
We explained to Shane there would be a lot less fish caught but probably some bigger fish and he 
decided on the Feather. This was his first steelhead outing. All I can say is in my 30 plus years of fly 
fishing I can't remember many days like this. There were a lot of salmon in the river and the 

steelhead were right behind 
them. I sat in the stern and 
watched Shane hook and land 
a lot of fish. I took a lot of 
pics and managed to catch 
my share also.  All this in 80+ 
degree weather. Definitely 
not your typical steelhead 
day. What a wonderful way 
to celebrate grandpa‘s 
birthday. 

 
NEW MEMBERS:  We have two new members who joined at the October meeting: Harmon Ryder 
and Jim Mayer. Let's all make them feel welcome. We look forward to getting to know you and 
spending time on the water with you in the near future.  

Andy Harrison, Editor (aharrison99@att.net)                              http://www.santaluciaflyfishers.com   

by 
Lew 

Leichter 

Tight Lines   November, 2013 

IMPORTANT NOTICE OF MEETING DATE CHANGE: 
The next SLFF meeting will be TUESDAY NOV. 12TH 

This is a change from Thurs. Nov 14th. See you there! 

http://www.santaluciaflyfishers.com/
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DECEMBER MEETING:  Per the bylaws the December meeting will be our annual meeting. We will 
elect officers and go over financials. IT WILL ALSO BE OUR MEMBER’S SLIDE SHOW HOSTED BY 
MARK SHELTON. SEND HIM YOUR PICS IF YOU HAVEN'T ALREADY. 

HAL JANSSEN'S BOOK:  See the ad below. If you're interested or know someone who is interested 
in still water trout fishing you really want to have this book. Hal will donate $10 from each book 
sold to our club. This will make a great Christmas gift. 

NOVEMBER MEETING:  Steve Bird Loiseau will be our guest speaker. His program will be on fishing 
for large trout with dry flies on the American Reach of the Columbia River above Grand Coulee 
Dam. This looks like it may be an addition to our bucket list of places to fish.  
 
SAVE THE DATES: 
Nov 2-3rd: O'Neil Fore bay striper outing. Contact Mark Shelton. 
TUESDAY Nov 12th: 5PM board meeting at Margie's, 6:30 general meeting at Margie's. 
December (date TBD):  striper outing to Carpentaria. Contact Lew Leichter. 
 
 

Hal Janssen’s 

Stillwater Fly-Fishing Secrets 
 
288 pages of never before published facts, tips and techniques. 
Whether you are a novice or an expert you will be amazed by Hal‘s 
insights, observations and his simple methods for catching trout. Fly-
Fishing Hall of Famer Hal Janssen shares his 60+ years of on-the-water 
experience, and reveals his secrets for success. Including 48 fly 
patterns and diagrams illustrated in watercolor and much more. 

 
Purchase a book and support our club 

For every book purchase by our club members, Hal is pleased to 
give back $10.00 in proceeds to San Lucia Fly Fishers. Books must 
be purchased directly from Hal Janssen. Visit www.haljanssen.net 
or email to perfectcast@att.net or mail a check for $59.75 ($49.99 

+$9.75 to cover tax and shipping) to: Hal Janssen, P.O. Box 272, Forest 
Ranch, CA 95942   

Please mention you are a SLFF member. 
 

 

http://www.haljanssen.net/
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Next SLFF Meeting 

TUESDAY November 12
th

 (note date change) 6:30 PM 

Margie’s Diner, 1575 Calle Joaquin, SLO 

Guest Speaker: Steve “Bird” Loiseau 
 

Program: “My presentation will be about the American Reach of the Columbia River, above Grande 
Coulee Dam, which some regard as "The greatest native trout tailwater fishery in the world" and 
"The best kept secret in flyfishing". NE Washington is a spectacular & largely undiscovered fishing 
destination, the Reach & nearby lakes equal to the best. I plan a photo presentation with my 
talk.” 
 

Steven ‗Bird‘ Loiseau is a forester, writer, guide, mentor, and 
the author of Upper Columbia Flyfisher, a collection of essays, 
memoirs and anecdotes from NE Washington‘s upper Columbia 
region. Steve is an admitted trout bum, from his earliest years 
stalking New England brookies through his high school years as a 
regular on the San Gabriel River in southern California. His 
career as a forester and forestry contractor brought him to fish 
most of the famous rivers, as well as dozens of little-known 
streams and lakes throughout the intermountain West. Steve and 
his wife Doris, a native of Oregon, settled beside the upper 

Columbia River in NE Washington in 1973. Steve believes the American Reach of the upper 
Columbia is the greatest trout fishery he‘s ever tested. Steve & Doris operate Fat Camp Flyfishing, 
offering guided fishing, float trips and clinics from their ten-acre headquarters in Washington, 
spring, summer & fall. They winter in Morro Bay, California, where Steve ―commits urban 
forestry‖, ―indulges a growing saltwater addiction‖ and writes.       
 

 
 
The following is excerpted from Erin Block's article "At What Price Glory" in the fall edition of Trout 
Magazine.  Thanks to Erin and Trout magazine for allowing us to reprint it here. 
 

The PHOTO of a fish of a lifetime is never worth the LIFE of a fish of a lifetime. 
 
While we almost all practice catch and release this article talks about the right ways to release. 
We will all continue to take photos of fish. We will continue to 
impact fish population and habitat-both for the worse and 
better. What we will also do I hope is take a serious look at our 
handling of fish and film. Have the camera and be efficient; 
improve your angling skills in landing fish quickly. Use gear and 
tippet size appropriate for the size of fish targeted. Perfecting 
these skills to the highest level possible should be our goal; lives 
depend on it. Most fish live in beautiful places; take photos of 
bent rods, bugs, scenery and releases. Take underwater shots or 
fish cupped in the current. Keep these treasures in the water as 
much as you can. You will find they look better that way. 
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Tying a Favorite Pattern for Surf Fishing by Jim Crescenzi 

 
Jim Snodgrass will lead us in tying the Checkerboard Surf Fly, on 
Thursday, Nov. 7th at 6:30 PM, at the San Luis Obispo Odd Fellows 
Hall.  This is the most consistently recommended pattern for surf 
perch fishing, although I understand it catches more than just surf 
perch in southern waters.  Since for most Santa Lucia Fly Fishers our 
primary exposure to surf fishing is in pursuit of surf perch, this is a 
session you won‘t want to miss! 
 

The Checkerboard surf fly pattern involves some unusual variegated chenille to tie the body, plus 
just the right flash, for optimum success.  It also sports a gaudy red or orange marabou tail, which 
seems to attract attention in the surf environment.  Given the right materials (provided at the 
tying session), this is a simple pattern to tie, and a welcome opportunity for beginning tyers.  After 
all, when you come right down to it, a little creativity with this pattern might be just what‘s 
needed to entice a particularly large perch! 
 
The October session was led by Art Chapman, demonstrating the Kern Candy.  We have Paul Crafts 
scheduled for December, leading us with a Cutter‘s Perfect Ant.  Additionally, please submit your 
recommendations for 2014 sessions to Jim Crescenzi (by email or at the next session. 
 
 

 
 

 

Fly Tying 
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LOWER KINGS RIVER BELOW PINE FLAT DAM  Dec. 19-20 
Outing Leader: Alex Beattie 

The Kings River below Pine Flat Dam is a tail water river that fishes very well during the winter. 
There is catch and release barbless section for about two miles below Cobbles Weir (see map) that 
is stocked weekly with 20‖+ Rainbows beginning in December and lasting thru February. At this 
time of year the flow will be about 100-200 cfs and can be waded or can be fished from the bank. 
If you are going to wade, I would suggest studded boots and a wading staff. I would come prepared 
with a range of standard nymphs in the 14-18 size, a selection of 16-20 midges and perhaps a few 
egg patterns.  I prefer to swing a streamer with a soft hackle or wet fly behind it and will use a 
6wt. rod. These are big fish. I saw a 24‖ Rainbow caught last year and 9-12 lb fish were reported 
being caught. This can be done as an up and back trip since it is about 3 hrs from SLO. The day is 
short at this time of year so I will be staying in a fairly cheap motel about 20 minutes from the 
river. The trip only has room for 8 persons so call me @ 772-5694 if you are interested. Ride sharing 
is encouraged and I will attempt to facilitate. Tule fog and/or rain reschedules trip.  

 

 
 

                

                   LOWER KINGS RIVER 

Lower Kings River 
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Hot and Cold at Lake Almanor, October 2013 by Jim Crescenzi 
 
Five ―expert‖ fly fishermen from the Santa Lucia Fly Fishers descended on Lake Almanor, on a 
Thursday in October, to pursue large trout rumored to be cruising the shallows.  Don McGeorge, 
Steve Soenke, Lew Leichter, Art Chapman, and Jim Crescenzi headed towards ―Geritol Cove‖ at 
the recommendation of Tom Maumoynier, owner of The Lake Almanor Fly Fishing Company.  
Geritol Cove is so named because it is one of the few relatively sheltered areas during windy 
periods (with public accessibility).  As you might guess from the name, it is reported to be a 
favorite of old farts wishing an easy paddle in their float tubes.  We started out on this chilly day 
pumping plenty of hot air in our various float tubes and pontoon boats, with high hopes.  We had 
even convinced ourselves that it was probable that the wind was pushing the pond smelt back into 
this sheltered arm of Lake Almanor, with large predatory trout soon to follow! 
 
This cove is definitely inviting, with different shoreline topographies, varying depths, yet large 
enough to accommodate quite a few fisherman.  It is also like much of Lassen County, down-right 
beautiful.  With all that going for it, I found myself amazed that after some three hours of trying 
every streamer technique I knew, I was without even a 
bump, let alone a trout!  Even the famous flocks of 
seagulls and diving birds were absent (indicators of pond 
smelt presence).  We finally extricated ourselves from 
increasingly gusty waters (pontoon boats don‘t shine in 
windy conditions), only to find one of our illustrious group 
with a huge grin that could only be caused by success!  
Fortunately, Art Chapman had captured the cause of the 
grin, shown at right.  Don McGeorge had landed a 
beautiful brown trout on a pond smelt streamer.  It 
reportedly took ten minutes to land, and undoubtedly will 
be a fond memory for Don for years to come.  It couldn‘t 
have happened to a nicer guy! 
 

The next day (Friday), we went separate ways with some 
pursuing stream fishing, others more pontoon boating with 
streamers on Lake Almanor, and Jim getting the treat of fishing 
with Hal Janssen (see next 
article).  Then, on Saturday, 
Art fished Almanor again 
with considerable success (l) 
and Lew and Jim went to 
Little Crater Lake to land a 
few smaller but none-the-

less beautiful rainbows (r).  We had planned to fish Sunday as 
well, but instead left for home a day early as Mother Nature 
delivered heavy winds and a storm front.  In spite of the cool 
weather and wind, we all had a great time and left with some great memories of really large trout. 
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Fishing Lake Almanor with Hal Janssen, author of Stillwater Fly Fishing Secrets 
by Jim Crescenzi 

 
I was the lucky winner of a day of fishing at Lake Almanor in the silent auction at the Santa Lucia 
Fly Fishers banquet in 2012.  This ended up being postponed until 2013 due the 2012 fires in the 
Almanor area.  I bid on the fishing day largely due to the recommendation of Lew Leichter (who 
fished with Hal in 2011).  Since winning the fishing day, Hal published his book Stillwater Fly 
Fishing Secrets, and I have become more aware of his strong convictions regarding the preferred fly 
fishing techniques.  
 
I was a little apprehensive as to whether my relatively amateurish fishing techniques would pass 
muster with the expert!  This turned out to be wasted nervous energy, as Hal is a joy to fish with, 
and I had a great day and learned many things about stillwater fishing and Lake Almanor in 
particular.  The first lesson involved setup, as Hal changed out my leader and tippet to ones he had 
prepared (tailored for subsurface fishing), that were about 15 ft long.  He also replaced my line-to-
leader loops with nail knots to smooth passage through rod guides.  I had doubts that I could handle 
such a long leader, but in fact it wasn‘t as challenging as imagined.  I had two setups – a 6wt rod 
with a 5ips sinking line, and a 4wt rod with a clear intermediate 2 ips sinking line.  The heavier line 
and 6wt rod was easy to cast, while the 4wt took some getting used to.  I was managing (after a bit 
of warm-up and adjustment with the 4 wt rod) casts of about 60 ft, and feeling pretty good about 
that.  I looked over at Hal and observed him put out the line at least 70 to 80 ft, looking like poetry 
in motion.  He uses a fiberglass rod and loads it expertly—fascinating to observe! 

 
(l) Hal Janssen at Lake Almanor, with a fiesty rainbow (Hal Janssen photo). 

 
I learned from Hal that a lake as large as Almanor is always changing, 
and one must observe the changes and basically hunt for the fish on a 
given day.  A primary feed for large browns and rainbows in late 
September is pond smelt that have come into shallower water.  These 
smelt and the predators don‘t necessarily locate in the same area of 

the lake on successive days.  Hal spent a considerable time locating feeding fish that morning, and 
we weren‘t into active fish until late morning.  He has a Boston Whaler and outboard motor which 
gets around the lake very proficiently, and makes for a very steady casting platform as well.  He 
motors to the area of interest and then anchors the boat, which causes minimum noise and 
disturbance when fishing.  Using the mobility of a motored boat and knowledge of the lake is a 
considerable contrast to our previous day‘s fishing in which we followed a suggestion as to where 
to fish and used our pontoon boats to pound a limited area for hours with limited success (Don 
McGeorge was the notable exception, who landed a large brown trout).  Pontoon boats are 
wonderful fishing platforms (and relatively stealthy), but they have limited range.  
Weather is critical, particularly for a large lake like Almanor.  The larger the reach (distance over 
which wind can whip up waves), the more potentially threatening the waves when a weather 
system approaches.  This is a constant challenge in Fall fishing, and 
in the Sierras in general.  It is not uncommon to have areas for fishing 
limited to those that offer some degree of shelter from the wind.  A 
larger boat like Hal‘s Boston Whaler allows additional protection, but 
not immunity from wind.  Fortunately, on that Friday we had 
relatively calm weather. 
  
                           (r) A large Lake Almanor brown trout (Hal Janssen photo) 
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The dynamic that gets trout fishermen so excited about 
fishing Lake Almanor in the Fall is the pond smelt activity 
near shorelines, which attracts predator trout.  A photo of 
one such pond smelt (on a kayak paddle) is shown at right.  It 
is interesting to note the slim shape of the pond smelt, the 
pronounced eye, olive back, and pearlescent side coloration.  
A marabou pond smelt pattern is covered at length in Hal 
Janssen‘s Stillwater Fly Fishing Secrets (self published) in chapter 13 pages 208-9.  I tied up a 
variety of Marabou pond smelt patterns, and successfully enticed several trout to take my 

offerings.  I‘m proud to say that Art and Lew also used my flies with 
success.  The large rainbow trout shown in the adjacent photo was 
taken on this pattern, using a 6X tippet and a 4 wt rod.  Catching 
and releasing a beauty like this on light tackle and a fly one tied 
makes for great memories!  My particular thanks go to Hal Janssen 
for the coaching and fellowship on our outing on Lake Almanor. 
  
(l) Jim with the fattest rainbow of his life, caught while fishing with Hal 

 

 
KERN RIVER OUTING  Oct 12-13  by Lew Leichter 

 
Bob Bayer, Ron Bryant, Greg Lugo, Rob Wolf and his wife Gail 
spent an educational and enjoyable morning with Guy Jeans 
learning to fish the Kern. Rob was the first to demonstrate 
what he learned and hooked a fish on one of his first casts. In 
general fishing was slow but the weather and the scenery were 
great. The fact that it was the car show weekend seemed to 
keep the fisherman away and we pretty much had the river to 
ourselves. 
 
Ray Belknap, Nick Boche, Tom Nickelson & Larry Sederberg also 

were there. On the way up Tom and I fished Clicks Creek and caught a few beautiful golden trout. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Rob Wolf—fish on! 
Class on the water 
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2013 Officers, Directors, & Committees 
Officers            Directors   
President  Lew Leichter                           Ron Bryant, Rich Chubon,                            
Vice President  Art Chapman           Jim Crescenzi, Andy Harrison,                         
Secretary  Sheri Bryant                    Bernard Pieters, Mark Shelton 
Treasurer  Nick Boche                     
       

Committees 
Conservation  Ron Bryant, Doug Daniels  Education  David Holmes 

Membership  Mark Shelton    Rod Building  Mike Powers, Rich Chubon 
Newsletter  Andy Harrison, Ted Pope  Casting  Bernard Pieters, Eric Sherar 
Website  Craig Kincaid     Fly Tying  Jim Crescenzi 
Programs  Rich Chubon, Mark Shelton  Banquet & BBQ Sheri & Ron Bryant   
Outings, Salt Water Andy Malavos, Lew Leichter  Raffle   David Holmes, Lew Leichter 
Outings, Fresh Water  Art Chapman, Rich Chubon  Library   Steve Soenke              
SWCFFF Coordinator   Lew Leichter    Fundraising  David Holmes, Lew Leichter, 
           Rich Chubon 

     
  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

P.O. Box 166 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93406. 

 
 
 
 

 

 


